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Tanya Davies MP Mulgoa
St Clair Electorate Office
Dear Ms Davies
I’m emailing as a resident with my family here in Wallacia of over 20 years, having purchased this
 land in 1998.
I listened to your request at our Wallacia Progress Hall that Tuesday evening.
Wallacia must be kept as green as possible as it is the only green area after the Badgery’s Creek
 Airport.
2/ Pollution, planning 88 000 grave sites, 2-3x bodies deep over these next 140 years will further
 pollute Jerry’s Creek and the Nepean-Hawkesbury Rivers.
Pollution is already coming through the Upper Nepean River. Jerry’s Creek will, with rain water
 carry bodily exudate residues into the river, not suitable for people nor the platypus that “Dick”
 (Richard) Dunbar saw at Jerry’s Creek mouth onto the Nepean, a decade ago.
3/ What’s going to happen? Traffic jams and chaos. Holding up activities from Silverdale, Camden
 and Warragamba, there’s no other access through Wallacia.
Park Road is already crazy with so much traffic. All this area is going to be occupied. We’ve
 already got zoning along Greendale Road with 5 acre subdivisions.
4/ There are as you noted, already other cemeteries locally.
Wallacia Golf Course is the only green zone, destroying a nice area, living for the future with
 industries associated with Badgery’s Creek Airport. Wallacia is the only area that looks better to
 live in. A cemetery will kill off the idea of living in a place with a better situation. Planners need
 to think of Wallacia as the last good green area between Penrith and Liverpool. We bought this
 place for the greenery, not a cemetery.
There are already cemeteries at the end of Park and Old Northern Road also Greendale Road.
 There’s enough cemeteries for our population. People who travel more than 2 hours should
 bury people or be cremated there, not pollute Western Sydney as another dumping ground. A
 good example is the groves of Sydney Eucalypts being cut along Elizabeth Drive. Park Road
 traffic will be another chaotic problem for people who live here. Funeral processions or
 cavalcades drive very slowly, we cannot pass them, interrupting work, coming from Penrith,
 Liverpool. Mulgoa and Park Roads are so narrow with single lanes each way, damaging for
 residents.

There are already at least four schools with their respective children being dropped off then
 picked up. Road safety is another consideration.
Kind regards
Majid Al-Mubaraki
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